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A DRAMATIC POEM BY IBSEN.*
BY EDNAH D. CHENEY.
The social dramas of Henrik Ibsen have aroused
much attention even in this country, and brought out
an amount of earnest thought which has produced im-
portant social changes in his own land, but his long
and very remarkable dramatic poem Brandt, has not
yet been translated into English, and is therefore much
less known than it deserves to be.
The German translation appears to be vigorous
and free, and reads like an original poem, and through
this the work is accessible to many American readers.
It would require a master hand to make a translation
into English which would as vividly render the varied
and striking character of the versification, which seems
to give the life and movement of the waterfall, the
glacier, and all the wild scenery among which the ac-
tion goes on.
These grand natural phenomena, and the tremend-
ous forces of Nature which are frequently called into
play, make an appropriate setting for the stern and
sombre action of the drama, which deals with the most
tremendous questions of spiritual life.
Many Germans say that this is the greatest poem
produced since Goethe's Faust, and the comparison
between these two master-pieces is suggested both by
their resemblances and their differences. There is the
same blending or rather contrast of the sweetest hu-
man feeling with the wildest fancies, but there is not
the wide range over the whole domain of thought and
speculation that we find in the German poem. Faust
represents the tragedy of Doubt, the agony of a soul
severed from its connection with the central life by its
persistent questioning and its refusal to yield up itself
to a Universal Will. Yet a reconciliation is found for
'
this collision, and through the experiences of life ;
Love, Sin, and Sorrow, the soul is saved and restored
to health, and the world advanced.
Ibsen has given us another and an opposite thought,
the Tragedy of Belief, the suicide of Religion, the de-
struction of life by wilful acceptance of self-sacrifice
and abnegation. Is this the great tragedy which has
been played on a large stage? Is it the tragedy of
our or of any age ? Where in his social studies has
* Brand. Ein dramatisches Gediclu
Fassarge, Leipzig.
Henrik Ibsen, iibersetzt
he found the prototype of his ideal priest who is most
unlike those he has painted in his dramas ? Let us
follow out the story and see if we have rightly read
his meaning.
The scene opens on a Norwegian plateau high up
among the ice fields, which Brandt is about to cross
in pursuance of his mission. A peasant and his young
son are earnestly trying to dissuade him from attempt-
ing to pursue his way through the mists and over the
glaciers, where his life is endangered by slides and
pitfalls at every step. Brandt persists in his deter-
mination to follow his route.
Peasant. "The ground is hollow, you risk your neck.
Stay man, 'tis life or death."
Brandt. " I must, a greater one commands."
Peasant. '* How is he named ? "
Brandt. " 'Tis God himself.
As a weak instrument He chooses me."
Brandt even proposes to cross the water. To the
peasant's remonstrance, he answers, giving the key to
the ruling influence of his life,
' One has already done the deed.
He who believes, can safely tread the way."
Brandt argues with the peasant and asks him if he
would not give all his goods to secure peace to a dying
daughter. " All but his life," the peasant professes to
be willing to give up? but if he dies
" who then wins bread for wife and child ? "
Here as elsewhere Ibsen indicates the constant
pressure of the hunger question so keenly felt in those
poor communities. When the priest replies :
"Here our ways divide.
You know not God, he knows not thee."
The simple peasant with his gospel of work and
love says :
"
.^h, thou art hard."
The boy would leave the obstinate traveller to his
destruction, but the father seeks to compel him into
the way of safety. He represents the social duty and
says his neighbors would accuse him, if he allowed
Brandt to go on to his destruction. The priest de-
spises this man's want of faith and says
:
" All lielp is useless for a man.
Who will nothimself will what he cannot do,"
Brandt sinks into a reverie which is broken by the
sound of pleasant voices ; the storm passes, a clear
sunshine breaks forth, and out of the distance come
Einar and Agnes, a loving pair, dancing and singing
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for joy of existence. They describe to Brandt the joy
of their hearts, and at last Einar recognizes in him
an old schoolfellow and recalls his peculiar solitary
ways.
The lively young artist takes Brandt for a traveUing
Sectarist, but Brandt replies :
" Oh! no, I am no Pietist,
I do not speak here as a preacher,
I hardly know whether I am a Christian,
But I look clearly in the face.
The sickness that is eating up our lives.
And is wasting the substance of our Land."
The artist laughingly replies that he is not at all
aware that the Land is suffering from too much pleas-
ure in life.
During this dialogue Brandt says that he is going
"to bury God," and he paints the God that is wor-
shipped in the World and in contrast his own stern
ideal of Infinite Power.
At parting he says to Einar :
" Divide light from vapor on thy way,
,
Life, friend is an art."
Einar. " Do you make the world anew,
I remain to my God true."
Brandt. " Paint him with his crutches then,
I am going to lay him in his grave."
As Brandt leaves, Agnes remains a moment lost in
thought, then suddenly rouses and asks,
" Has the Sun gone down ?"
Einar tells her it is a cloud, but she complains of
cold and perceives a storm coming. Einar tells her it
was all right till that fool came in, and urges her to go
on as before, but she is weary, she does not listen to
Einar, and at last she says :
" How great he grew as he spoke."
In the next scene Brandt pauses on a rock and
looks over his native town, and recalling his youth,
his soul revolts at what he thinks to be the purpose-
less, godless life of the people, whose prayers are no
deeper than their plays.
The half crazy maiden Gerd appears and throws a
stone. She invites him to go with her to her church
in the mountains up among the snows. This recalls
to him a legend of his childhood, but he begs her not
to go up, pointing out the danger of an icefall which a
shot or even a cry may bring down.
She tells him how grandly the wind and the water-
fall preach up there, but he treats it all as madness
and calls her a type of the Church goer. He sums up
"Frivolity, Stupidity, and Madness," as the evils
against which he is to fight, and arms himself for the
battle against the Demonic three whose destruction
will bring Peace to Earth.
*
* *
The second Act opens with a scene revealing the
poverty and suffering of the people to whom the
Steward of the town is distributing alms. Brandt
comes in and observes the work. The supply is scant
and the Steward says :
"Five small fish do
and Brandt answers :
: feed a crowd to-day."
" And if you divided ten thousand.
They would still go hungry from the Feast."
He then tries to show them their need of God, but
they cry that he mocks at their suffering, and that he
is raising the storm that is coming over the Lake.
While they threaten him a frantic woman appears
and calls for a priest. Her husband, maddened with
hunger, has killed his child and tried to kill himself.
The Steward says, "there is no priest here," but
Brandt steps forward and offers to go. He asks for a
boat to cross the Lake. All the boatmen refuse to
brave the storm.
Brandt says
:
" Does not your God help you here ?
Then know, mine is on board."
He cannot manage the boat alone, but even the
frantic woman will not venture, although he says :
" The sinner's soul cannot wait until the storm clears up."
Then Agnes begs Einar to accompany him, but
Einar refuses to go, saying that his life is too precious
to risk since he loves her. Agnes sees the crisis of
her fate, that she is parted from Einar. She turns to
Brandt and says, " I go with you." As Einar entreats
her to think of her own life, of her mother, she re-
plies :
" There are three on board."
As the people watch the passage over the Lake,
one man says :
" He is
A whole man and a Christian,
He has courage in deed and words,"
and soon the whole exclaim :
" That would be just the Pastor for us."
As the work is done and the storm has subsided,
Brandt stands before the hut and Agnes on the shore.
Some of the people then come and bring bread to the
children, but Brandt reproaches them that they would
not risk their lives to meet the spiritual need and that
it is "All or nothing."
The people then tell him that they have come to
beg him to be their pastor, but he refuses, saying it
would oblige him to leave his work which is dear as
life to him. He will do anything else for them, but
the man returns to him his own words :
" If thou givest all and not thy life,
Tliou hast given nothing."
He then sees Agnes sitting quietly as she did amid
the storm, and asks her of what she is thinking. She
paints to him the needs of the people as she sees them.
As he muses over her words a woman is seen coming
over the hill, who proves to be his own mother whom
he has not seen for many years. A very painful scene
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takes place. She reproaches him with neglect of her,
and with his folly in risking his life.
When he retorts upon her the question, "has she
fulfilled her task," she threatens to strike him. She
then changes her tone, and tells him she has left him
all her property. " On what condition?" he asks. She
demands only one, "that he shall be careful of his
life, and keep up the Family." He then tells her how
he saw her, after his Father's death, search the body
and his hiding places and take possession of all his
treasures and complain that there was no more.
She is deeply moved and describes the misery of
her life since, but reminds him that she has made her
son a Priest, that he may take her inheritance and
bless her soul. The relentless Brandt exposes her
unholy state of mind, and finally promises that he will
stand by her death bed and give her the consolations
of Religion only on condition "that she will give up
her whole inheritance, and go naked to her grave."
Brandt accepts it as his duty to stay and minister
to this neglected people. Then Einar comes in and
tries to tempt Agnes to go forth with him to distant
lands of beauty and joy. Brandt sets the alternative
before her, and tells her, how severe his life-plan is.
" I am stern in my demanding,
AU or nothing I desire."
The lover pleads with her, but Agnes says :
" Night for me I Even to Death 1
Rosy morning gleams beyond."
* *
The third Act opens with a conversation between
Brandt and his wife. Three years have passed and
his mother though drawing nigh to death has not sent
for him. Agnes bids him to go to her unsummoned,
but he refuses unless she is repentant. Then Brandt
speaks of the sunless situation of their home, and Agnes
confesses that she fears for the health of the child ; but
Brandt says
:
" God is still good, it cannot be ! "
Here follows the sweetest interchange of satis-
faction in their love which makes duty sweet and easy.
Brandt says
:
" You make the bridge
Upon my way to Heaven ;
Man cannot embrace Humanity
Until lie loves one alone.
I must love, I must grow warm.
Else would my longing heart be stone."
Then Agnes reminds him of his severity and says
many a one is broken down by his " All or nothing."
He describes his idea of Love stern as the Divine Love
and closes with :
" Only that which is lived out brings Salvation."
Agnes ; " I follow thee on thy path."
Brandt : " If we go together, it is not steep."
The Doctor comes in and tells him of the danger
of the child exposed to these mountain chills, and
also of his mother's extreme illness. As he bends in
agony over his child, now hot with fever, a messenger
comes to him from his mother, offering half of her
wealth for the Sacrament. The Scene is repeated, as
she increases her offers to everything but the All. The
son persists in his stern refusal in spite of the entrea-
ties of Agnes.
The Steward then holds a long conversation with
Brandt on his expected inheritance, on his manner of
speaking to the people, etc., and ends by advising him
to leave this dreary place and go into a broader, fairer
sphere. Brandt refuses to leave the work he has ac-
cepted. He says :
" The best follow my flag."
But the man of the world replies :
" The most follow mine."
The Doctor tells him of his mother's death, and
that her last words were,
" God is not so hard as my son."
He then says that Brandt clings to the old law,
but that now above all is the command " Be humane.
"
Brandt echoes his word as the type of modern weak-
ness and cowardice, and asks :
" Was God humane, when Jesus Christ
Bore death upon the cross ? "
The Doctor visits the child and advises the father
to take him from this sunless spot, or he will die.
Brandt consents to go, and bids them to bring the
child out in his little cot. The Doctor then points out
to him his inconsistency in his demands on others and
his yielding to his own feelings. Brandt feels the force
of the accusation,
" It hits, the bird is shot."
As Agnes comes in with the child and stands ap-
palled at Brandt's face, a man enters and reproaches
him with his purpose of leaving his people. He tells
him how many have been brought from death unto
life, and that they will fall again into sin, if he leaves
them. The crazy maiden Gerd comes to upbraid him,
calling him to her church among the snows and telling
him that his church is without a Pastor and without
honor, and what a triumph there will be among
witches and evil spirits when he leaves his people.
Agnes entreats, "Let us go"; but he asks, "was I
first a Pastor or a Father here ?
"
The struggle is bitter, but the wife yields to her
husband's will, asking, "Are you sure 'tis God's com-
mand?" He answers, "Yes."
And yet he forces her in words, to make the des-
perate choice, and she replies, " Go the way that God
commands." As she turns back to the dreary house
he prays, "Jesus, Jesus, give me light !
"
The child dies, the sacrifice is completed.
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THE DIVORCE PROBLEM.
BY SAMUEL H. WANDELL.
The evils of the modern divorce system are mani-
fold and subtle; the monster is more difficult and dan-
gerous to combat with than was the deadly Hydra
which was slain by Hercules upon the Pontine Marshes.
Some of the most prominent of the defects in existing
laws may be mentioned and remedial measures sug-
gested.
It must be conceded at the outset that divorce is a
necessity ; nevertheless it should be properly restricted
and only sought for in extreme cases where the state of
marriage has become fraught with misery and unhap-
piness, and when the welfare of the parties themselves
and of the public will be promoted by a dissolution of
the matrimonial relations. On the other hand, it is
equally clear that unlimited divorce tends to lessen the
respect which every citizen should entertain for the
holy state and binding obligations of marriage, tends
to encourage immorality, to bring about a social chaos
and to disintegrate the family circle which is the cor-
ner-stone of society. Divorce can only be regarded
as an evil, but, nevertheless, it is a necessary evil.
The history of legislation shows that where no di-
vorces have been granted, iUicit connections and
illegitimate children have been the result. The legis-
lature cannot control the passions of mankind ; there-
fore, its declaration that the marriage tie is indissoluble,
cannot compel a strict adherence to the duties and ob-
ligations of marriage. Until a recent period, judicial
divorces, granted by the courts under statutory au-
thority, were wholly unknown in England. Parlia-
mentary divorces, granted by special legislative en-
actments, were costly luxuries, obtainable only by the
very wealthy, and beyond the reach of the common
people. As a consequence there were numerous sec-
ond marriages without divorce, concubinage and ille-
gitimate children increased to an unheard of extent,
while the polygamy statutes became practically a dead
letter. In South Carolina no divorce law was ever
enacted prior to 1872 by the State legislature. It has
been the proud boast of some jurists that "to the un-
fading honor" of that State "a divorce has not been
granted since the Revolution. " There is no fitter com-
mentary on this system than a statute of South Caro-
lina regulating the amount of property which a married
man might give to his conciibme, showing that mere-
tricious connections must have existed in great num-
bers in order to necessitate such an enactment. If
further demonstration of the pernicious results of the
practice be necessary, it may be found in the following
extraordinary statement of one of the judges of the
South Carolina courts, made in delivering an opinion
from the bench : "In this country where divorces are
not allowed for any cause whatever, we sometimes see
men of excellent characters unfortunate in their mar-
riages, and virtuous women abandoned or driven away
homeless by their husbands, who would be doomed to
celibacy and solitude if they did not form connections
which the law does not allow, and who make excellent
husbands and wives still, yet they are considered as
living in adultery, because a rigorous and unyielding
law, from motives of policy alone, has ordained it so."
The policy of allowing divorces to be easily ob-
tained, by consent of the parties, has proven disastrous
to every country in which the experiment has been
tried. The Romans permitted great freedom of divorce
in the luxurious days of the Republic; a husband and
wife might renounce the marriage relations at pleasure,
the maxim of the civil law being that matritnonia de-
hcnt esse libera. During the first five hundred years
of the Roman republic no divorces were granted ; the
decadence of Roman power speedily followed the era
of unlimited divorce which magnified and inflamed the
most trivial marital difficulties and destroyed the family
honor, once so dear to the Roman heart. After the
French Revolution, the Scarlet Goddess of Divorce
found herself unfettered, drunk with power, and a host
of willing devotees at her shrine. It is stated that six
thousand divorces were granted in Paris in the brief
period of two years and three months. In the year
1816 the divorce clauses of the Code Civil were abol-
ished and all subsequent attempts to restore unlimited
freedom of divorce in France have been unsuccessful.
The rendering of the marriage relation indissoluble
is the opposite extreme from allowing divorces at the
pleasure of the parties. Neither extreme is calculated
to promote the general welfare or morality of the pub-
lic, although the latter is perhaps the more dangerous
and inimical to the welfare of the community. A mid-
dle ground of restricted divorce seems best adapted to
our institutions. Nor is the Catholic doctrine of pro-
hibitingdivorces a vincu/ahut allowing divorces a nicnsa
ct thoro to be commended. The history of the Roman
church shows that the Pope has been allowed, when he
deemed it proper, the privilege to dissolve a marriage
absolutely. If it was proper to dissolve the marriage
in any one instance, it may have been equally proper
and expedient in many others where the Papal indul-
gence was not granted. If it was /er se wrong to dis-
solve the marriage, then it should never have been dis-
solved under any circumstances. The force of the
arguments advanced by the defenders of the Catholic
policy becomes thus materially weakened by this
inconsistent practice. A still greater objection to the
canons of the church of Rome is the practice of allow-
ing and advocating divorces from bed and board,
which divorces have been condemned by some of the
most eminent jurists as being pernicious to public
morals and the good of society. Such divorces leave
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the parties in the unfortunate position of a wifeless
husband and a husbandless wife, yet fettered by the
bonds of matrimony
;
place them in a situation where,
being human, they are constantly subject to temp-
tation, and, as has been truly observed, frequently pun-
ish the innocent more than the guilty. These com-
promises with divorce were unknown to the ancients,
were not mentioned in the Scriptures, but were de-
vised by the Latin church and established by the
council of Trent.
Admitting then that divorce is necessary, that it
should be absolute when granted, it follows that it
should be considered only as an extreme measure,
adapted only to extreme cases. The increase of di-
vorce in this country is out of proportion to the in-
crease of the population. It is a blot upon our national
escutcheon which should be speedily removed. It may
be difficult to state all the causes which unite to pro-
duce this multiplicity of family infelicities, this flood
of divorce applications which is constantly pouring
into the courts. We may enumerate some of these
causes which produce such effects as follows :
1. Too many hasty, ill-considered marriages be-
tween uncongenial, unsuitable persons.
2. A lack of proper statutory regulations as to
the solemnization and evidence of a marriage.
3. A lack of uniformity in the marriage and di-
vorce laws of the different states, permitting and en--
couraging evasions of statutory prohibitions and penal-
ties.
4. A lack of proper respect for the solemnity and
sanctity of the marriage relations.
5. A lack of public interest regarding the evils of
divorce and a consequent lack of popular education
upon the subject.
6. A lack of a high standard of ethics in the legal
profession regarding the subject of divorce.
These several contributing causes may be but a
portion of the many which tend toward increasing the
number of divorces, but they are largely responsible
for the mischief complained of.
There can never be an entire reform in divorce laws
while marriage is legally defined as " a civil contract."
The institution of marriage is too sacred and holy,
too potent for good or evil to be considered as a mere
matter of barter or bargain between man and woman.
That marriage is not simply a contract is shown by
the fact that a contract may be rescinded or abrogated
by consent of the parties themselves, while the Sover-
eign power of the state alone can dissolve the marriage
tie. It is true that the parties may make a contract
or agreement to marry, but when it is executed, the re-
lation itself is but the fruit of the contract and not the
contract itself. The contract is wholly merged and
swallowed up in the status of the parties, which is the
true theory of marriage law. Marriage is one of the
domestic relations and can no more be properly termed
a contract than can the domestic relation of guardian
and ward. Both relations are usually assumed volun-
tarily, but neither are civil contracts.
The mischief of considering marriage in the light
of a contract is manifest in the unsettled and varying
policy of the law as interpreted in the several states.
The Courts seek to apply the rules of law governing
contracts to the status of marriage, relying upon the
definition given by the jurists that marriage is "a con-
tract." The result is a chaos of the marriage and di-
vorce laws, and a diversity of irreconcilable decisions
of the Courts which pronounce pure-minded, chaste
people adulterers, bastardize their issue and condemn
innocent persons to prison for unintentional bigamies.
Another evil of viewing marriage as a contract lies
in the fact that it divests matrimony of its dignity,
holiness, and purity, and makes the line of demarca-
tion between meretricious, unhallowed intercourse and
sacred marriage, difficult to determine. The Court
of last resort in New York State has decided that "the
law is well settled that a man and woman, without
the intervention of minister or magistrate, by words of
present contract between them, may take upon them-
selves the relation of husband and wife and be bound
to themselves, and to society as such, and if after that
the marriage is denied, proof of actual cohabitation as
husband and wife, acknowledgment and recognition
of each other to friends and acquaintances and to the
public as such, and the general reputation thereof
will enable a Court to presume that there was, in the
beginning, an actual bona fide and valid marriage."
How strangely inconsistent is the law which compels
a contract relating to the most ordinary business trans-
actions to be in writing if it is not to be performed
within one year ; which requires a conveyance of land
to be under seal and formally acknowledged ; but
which permits marriage, which continues throughout a
lifetime, which is a surrender and conveyance of the
most sacred treasures of the heart, to be contracted in
this loose, informal manner !
Marriage should be made a solemn and impressive
rite, should be celebrated by suitable and proper nup-
tial ceremonies, in order that the parties themselves
_
or all who witness the ceremony may realize that it is
a step that once taken cannot be retraced, and one that
should be duly considered before it is taken. Cere-
monies dignify, elevate, and sanctify marriage, and
are evidence of marriage. They should be required
bylaw, and, if required, would put an end to the loose-
ness and laxity of the marriage laws in many states.
Human beings should not be allowed to " pair off
"
like birds of the air, by simple words of present con-
tract, hastily spoken, without witness, without the in-
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tervention of minister or magistrate, thus opening the
door wide for perjury and fraud.
There is a want of uniformity in the laws of the
different states regarding the necessity of a formal
celebration of marriage. In Kentucky, Maryland,
Massachusetts, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas,
a celebration is necessary, the Kentucky statute pro-
viding that a marriage is null if not celebrated. In
Delaware, Maine, Virginia, and West Virginia, a cele-
bration is probably necessary, while in Arkansas,
Florida, Indiana, Kansas, Nebraska, Nevada, Rhode
Island, and Vermont, it is probably unnecessary. In
Alabama, California, District of Columbia, Georgia,
Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mis-
sissippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and Wis-
consin, no celebration is necessary. In Connecticut,
Colorado, Dakota, Oregon, and Utah, the question
seems to be undecided.
In England it seems to be now settled that a cere-
mony is necessary, but at the time of the adoption of
our common law, the Dalrymple case was regarded as
controlling, which held no celebration necessary. There
were several reasons why the early American colonists
should have decided that a contract of marriage was
a valid marriage, even although not formally cele-
brated. They fled from England to escape religious
persecutions and it is hardly reasonable to suppose
that a clergyman of the hated faith would have been
a welcome guest at their wedding feasts. The diffi-
culty of obtaining a minister "in holy orders " in a
new and sparsely settled country was doubtless an-
other reason why they did not deem it essential to have
a marriage formally celebrated, and the payment of a
marriage fee would doubtless have been inconvenient
to the struggling pioneers in the virgin forest. But
these difficulties and objections do not exist to-day,
and it is evident that a custom or law, suited to the
God-fearing Puritans in their simple life, has no place
in this country to-day. The marriage per verba de pros-
senti is but a step removed from concubinage, tends
to lessen the respectability of the married state, and
to encourage and increase hasty, ill-timed unions,
thereby encouraging and increasing divorce. Fetters
thus lightly assumed are liable to be lightly worn and
lightly broken. Let the statutes of the several states
be amended so that this foul, mis-shapen monster shall
be banished from our land, and great progress will
have been made toward needed reform.
A universal marriage law, which shall secure a
uniformity of decisions of the various courts, a uniform-
ity of statutory regulations, which shall prevent the
subject of one state going beyond the territorial limits
of his own commonwealth inio another state for the pur-
pose of evading the law and returning home with per-
fect impunity as soon as his purpose is accomplished,
which shall declare a marriage contracted, or a divorce
granted in one state equally binding and effective in
any other state is "a consummation devoutly to be
wished," and would have a salutary and a wholesome
effect upon our jurisprudence.
The legal profession has a great responsibility in
the matter of the increase of divorces in this country.
Every reputable lawyer should realize that he is a
sworn officer of the court, and, as such, owes grave
duties toward the public. He should not encourage
his clients to obtain divorces, but should give each
case careful and conscientious study before bringing
it into court. There are no words in the language
strong enough to condemn the lawyer who advertises
to procure divorces "confidentially and cheaply, with
no publicity." The lawyer who does this may defend
himself by saying that he practices the statutes, and
that the statutes alone are to blame. This is evading
the real issue ; by throwing out such alluring bait he
seeks to draw fish to his net for his private gain, and
persons who might not otherwise apply for a divorce
are led by his attractive headlines to seek his advice
and assistance to obtain a divorce. Divorces should
not be advertised and hawked in public like a patent
medicine, nor should the lawyers cry their wares like
tradesmen. A lawyer should not bring on a claim for
a divorce with the same alertness and zeal with which
he would sue an over-due account or a protested prom-
issory note. He should hesitate to separate for life
two people who have taken upon themselves the vows
of marriage. It is only where there has been a flagrant
violation of conjugal duties, where it seems evident
that the happiness of the husband or wife and of their
children, if any, will be promoted by the step, when
the evidence is clear and convincing, that a divorce
should be sought. Haste should be made slowly in
order to afford the client ample time for reflection upon
the intended course.
There is good reason to doubt the wisdom of re-
stricting divorce to the single ground of adultery.
Experience shows that where this rule prevails the
records of the courts are pregnant with perjury and
fraud, while collusion and artifice are often resorted
to in order to evade the rigors of the law. There are
other matrimonial offenses which should furnish a
ground for absolute divorce, among which may be
enumerated willful desertion for a long period and con-
tinued cruelty. If these causes were added to the list
in those states where adultery alone is now the ground
of absolute divorce, it would result in avoiding in the
future many of the questionable practices now resorted
to and would leave the professional divorce detectives
without employment.
Public sentiment is the powerful lever which moves
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the world, by which all great evils have been over-
thrown and all great reforms accomplished. There is
needed then, an education of the people upon the cog-
nate subjects of marriage and divorce. The press,
the pulpit, the ban: and the platform, the sermon and
the novel, each and all have a mission and a duty in
this regard. When the popular mind is aroused upon
the subject, when legislators, lawyers, clergymen,
editors and the whole people, with one accord, devote
themselves to this object, then will this blasting si-
moom of unhappiness, ruin and disorder be stayed, then
we shall have the longed-for reform which shall check
this growing evil, avert its menacing dangers, and, at
the same time, provide an adequate remedy for all
persons justly entitled to the benefits of divorce.
NAME AND LEGEND OF "ALERAMO."
BY PROF. GIACOMO LIGNANA.
[In Italy recently there has taken place an ardent discussion concerning
the etymological derivation of the historical name o£ Altramo. Aleramojor
Aleran figures as the ancestor of the renowned house of Monferrato, having
married Gerbcrga, a daughter of Berengario, king of Italy. Their son William
became the first marquis of Montferrat. His descendants and successors
thereupon played a very coaspicuoug part during the crusades, and always^re-
mained staunch Ghibellines. The city, from which this family derived Jits
name, was situated on the river Po, but it was destroyed in the wars of the
nth century. The Marquises of Monferrato thereupon resided mostly at
Chivasso, Moncalvo and Casale. Gian Giorgio, who died in 1533 was the last
male-descendant of this noble family; the marquisate then passed to the
house of Gonzaga. (Conf. NouveUe Biographic Generale, pnblie par M. M.
Firmin Didot Frires sous la direction de M. te Dr. Hoe/er. Paris iSbr, Tome
Sbi^me.) With an inexplicable levity several modern Neo-Latin philologists
of Italy, among them the poet Carducci, actually a professor of Neo-Latin
philology at the University of Bologna, have sought for purely Italic elements
in the historical name of Aleran, the ancestor of the Montferrats, whose father
appears to have been an immigrated Prankish noble about the close of the
loth century. The following is a reply to Prof. Carducci from Giacorao |Lig-
nana, the distinguished professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology^at
the University of Rome. The manuscript of this article was sent to us by
Prof. Lignana, who wished it to appear in the columns of an American maga-
zine. .Although the discussion of the etymologies of works is not in our line,
we are pleased to present to our readers a contribution from the able pen of
the Roman professor. The article has been translated by Prof. Albert Gun-
logsen.l
I HAVE been asked, what I thought about the
origin of the name and legend of Alcramo, the an-
cestor of the Marquises of Monferrato. I think that
both, the name and legend, are of Germanic origin
;
and I shall begin with the name.
According to the modern Italian poet Carducci,
Professor of neo-latin philology at the universit}' of
Bologna, the name of Aleramo ought to be derived
from a Piedmontese dialect of the middle-ages ; and
he explains it as follows.
In the year 1880 Prof. Forster of Bonn published
from a manuscript in the Library of the university of
Turin 22 sermons in a Gallo-Italic dialect, which, ac-
cording to him is Piedmontese. The manuscript dates
from the 12th century. In these sermons occur the
words. Aler ix, 31 ; and alcretza viii, 23, 12, 51
which signify the same as allegro, allegrczza (glad,
gladness) in the modern Italian language ; and there
is told, for example, the story of the exploring party,
sent out by Joshua beyond the river Jordan ; when the
explorers, having been saved by the sacred woman of
Raab, returned to Joshua and to the camp, the manu-
script says: "Quant Josue los nit e Vast, siforun atcr,"
to wit, when Joshua and the army saw them, they
were glad.
Now, in the legend of Aleramo, as preserved by
Galvano Fiamma, and by others, as well as by Frate
Giacomo D'Acqui in Yns Imago miindi, completed 1334,
it is related, that a certain German noble arrived in
Lombardy accompanied by his wife, and that during
his stay at the hamlet of Sezadio his wife gave birth
to a very beautiful male-child, "quern miilti nobiles
lenenies et ilium baptizantes Aleramum denominaverunt
,
dicentcs Dens in tua peregrinatione gaudium tibi dedit. "
From this gaudium or gladness, common to every
loving parent, Professor Carducci deliberately wishes
to derive the historical name of Aleramo, to wit, from
aler (allegro, glad) of the Gallo-Italic dialect of the
middle-age, and further in a note to his article, pub-
lished in the Nuova Antologia of the year 1883 Car-
ducci maintains, that he owes the absolute certainty
of this interpretation to his colleague E. Monaci, Pro-
fessor of Neo-Latin philology at the University of
Rome.
But in reality the phonological derivation of this
word aler—allegro, is being hotly contested by all
serious students of neo-latin philology. The German
Prof. Forster himself is not satisfied with the deriva-
tion proposed by Diez, namely alacreur ; Diez, on the
other hand, through the vowel-change of a into e, be-
lieved that the word was originally French, and from
the French had passed into the dialects of Italy. Still
others, while perceiving, that in old-French one finds
written halegree, saw in the // a mark of Germanic
origin. The difficulty of the passage: of the a into e is
solved, when it is observed, that the alecer of classical
Latin, is alecer in archaic Latin, and alacris is alecris
in vulgar Latin. At all events it remains certain, that
the aler in the above-quoted Gallo-Italic, means allegri
(glad), by dropping the / of the plural.
But, it remains extremely doubtful, whether the
name of Aleramo, the first Marquis of Montferrat, was
really derived from this word aler. It does not seem
probable, that the German noble, who with his wife
arrived at Sezadio, should have given his infant son a
Piedmontese name. This would have been an excep-
tional instance in the history of the middle-age. The
contrary hypothesis to me seems far more probable,
namely, that the German noble bestowed a German
name on the infant, that had been born in Italy, and
the rather, because the German after a month's stay
at Sezadio, again set out with his wife, to continue
his journey to Rome, leaving behind the infant, en-
trusted to the care of a German nurse, just as indeed it
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is related by Frate Giacomo d'Acqui : filiiim siium Aler-
amum cum niitrice de lingua sua dimitiant donee rever-
tantur de Roma.
Prof. Carducci, besides, only explains the first,
but not the last syllables of the Aler-amo. What do
these last syllables denote, or what value have they ?
Do they represent a suffix, or another word, which
added to the first make up the entire compound ?
All the writers of the time are silent about Aleramo,
and there are scarcely four genuine contemporaneous
vellums, from which can be gathered anything con-
cerning his personal affairs, such as his promotion
from a simple Count to the rank of a Marquis. Among
these the oldest records, belonging to the year 933
and 935, (according to others to the years 934 and
938,) are the donations granted by the kings Ugo and
Lotaire, "jure proprieiario cuidam fideli Alledramo (or
as writers Renevenuto di S. Giorgio in the annals of
Muratori, Vol. xxiii) Alcdramo Comiti.
The name, therefore, of the first Marquis of Mon-
ferrato in the donations of kings Ugo and Lotaire is
not Aleramo, but Alledramo, or Aledramo.
Any one, who is the least familiar with mediasval
names, must immediately discern here, and will re-
call to mind, a whole series of analogous Germanic
names ; for example, Guntram, Bertram, Wolfram,
etc., in which the last syllable represents, not in-
deed a suffix, but another word, which makes a com-
pound with the preceding syllable. Ram is equivalent
to Rabe (raven), in old- German hrani, ramm, whence
Guntram, raven of war (gundja, war), Bertram,
splendid raven, and Wolfram, wolf-raven, that is,
terrible raven. In the two last syllables of the name
Aleramo, or Aledramo, I therefore perceive the above
identical word, namel}', the mythical raven, the messen-
ger of Odin. And what do the two first syllables de-
note ? The explanation is obvious. It will suffice to
recall to mind the name of the king of the Ostrogoths,
Alaric, which stands for Athalaric, and Albert for
Adalbert
; athal, adal being the adel, edel of modern
German, and denoting noble. Thus likewise the name
of the mother of Aleramo, Alasia, standing for Adela-
sia. The name of the father of Aleramo, according
to some is William, but according to others Allibrand.
The latter name at once recalls to mind the very old
fragment of Germanic lay, published by Wilhelm
Grimm, and which begins :
Ik giharta dhat seegen
Dhat sih urhettun
^nom niuotin
Hiltibrant enti Hadhubrant
Untar heriun tuem.
I have heard it said, that Hildibrand and Hadu-
brand (namely father and son) challenged each other
to single combat in the midst of the two armies. The
German lay, as we'have said, is only a fragment, and
it does not tell us which of the two was killed in the
duel, the father or the son, but it was probably the
latter; just as below the walls of Brescia,— near the
very spot, where later German lays have laid the scene
of the duel between Hildibrand and Hadubrand,
—
Aleram, the father, kills his son Otto, without know-
ing him. In our opinion the name and legend of
Aleramo must be of Germanic origin.
THE ETHICAL PROBLEM.
IN REPLY TO MR. SALTER.
Before proceeding to the main subject of our con-
troversy, which refers to the question of the dispensa-
bility or indispensability of a basis for ethics, I shall
briefly dispose of a few side issues of less concern. In
so far as they are side issues I might pass them over
in silence. But it appears that they presuppose prin-
ciples which are of great ethical significance.
THE ETHICAL IMPORT OF CRITICISMS.
As to the occasion of the three lectures, I am told
that my article, " The Basis of Ethics and the Ethical
Movement," was not the cause which suggested to the
speaker and the Board of Trustees of the Society for
Ethical Culture at Chicago, the idea of extending the
invitation to me. The invitation was tendered with-
out any special motive, and would have been tendered
even if that article had never been written.* I con-
fess that I was under the impression that the society
wanted me to explain our views with special reference
to their own position. It is a principle of The Open
Court to solicit criticism, and we expect that the same
principle animates every one who is eager to find out
the truth. We believe that the truth can be estab-
lished only by a square fight, where ideas are pitted
against ideas in fair and honest controversy. We do
not want to intrude upon the world with our private
and personal pet theories. We want to bring out the
truth. If our views are wrong, we want to be refuted,
and if we are refuted, we shall give up those ideas
which we have recognized as errors.
Mr. Salter saj's, "the ethical movement believes
that philosophical systems should have a free field and
that that one should survive whose claims prove the
strongest in the struggle for existence, and all within
the fold of an ethical fellowship held together by a
community of moral aim. " Very well then, we act
accordingly : we propose a certain view and struggle
for it. Yet we do not enter the lists vainly or merely
for the sake of controversy. W^e do not struggle for
something which is indifferent, for we maintain that it
is the most important question with which the members
of the ethical societies can concern themselves. '
* Sliould a second edition of " Tile Ethical Problem " be needed, I sliall re-
place the words, " In consequence of this article " by the clause "soon after
the publication of this article."
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There is, at present, a fashionable tendency to con-
sider every struggle, whatever be its nature, as bad.
War, competition, emulation, criticism, are considered
as more or less barbaric forms of one and the same
principle—the principle of strife ; and this principle of
strife is denounced as the source of all evil. The
abolition of all strife, it is expected, will usher in the
beginning of a millennium. Whatever may be true
in this view, we see no other possibilitj' of arriving at
truth than by struggling for it, and the struggle for
truth appears to us as a dut)'.
The weapon in the struggle for truth is criticism.
If we believe we are in possession of truth, let us expose
our opinion to the criticism of those competent to crit-
icise. If we differ in opinion, let us compare our
opinions and investigate as to which opinion is nearest
the truth. The invitation to speak before the Ethical
Society, was made with the special understanding that
we were to propose our view on the ethical problem ;
and it would not have been proper to ignore the posi-
tion of the Ethical Societies entirely. I should be
sorry to "have taken an occasion, incidentally, to re-
inforce an earlier criticism "— if that criticism was not
welcome. Having stated a difference of opinion, it
seemed to me, that a further explanation, a justifi-
cation was demanded. Could I have acted other-
wise since, after all, criticism and counter criti-
cism are the sole means of arriving at truth ? And
then, our struggle for truth is not a personal fight
between our private views in which you or I should
hope to come out victorious. Our struggle for truth
is rather a co-operation, in which every one of us con-
tributes his share of insight and tries to free himself
from the errors that might be mixed up with a par-
tially correct conception of truth.
Mr. Salter is mistaken, when he speaks of "an atti-
tude of antagonism" towards the ethical societies on
our part. We do not intend to antagonize the ethical
societies ; on the contrary, we intend to promote their
welfare ; and we therefore call attention to that which
we consider as their most urgent and indispensa-
ble duty. It is their duty to build their house upon
a rock, so that it will withstand the rain and the
winds. Our antagonism, if our attitude is to be charac-
terized by that name, is an antagonism arising from
a common interest, from a religious zeal for the same
great cause, from a desire that the ethical societies
shall not neglect the one thing that is needed, that
they shall have been founded to stay -for good, to
prosper, to increase, and to conquer.
INTUITIOX.ALISM AND SUPERN.\TUR.\LIS^t.
Mr. Salter blames me for " carelessness in treating
of ethical theories ; " he says, that I identify Intuition-
alism with Supernaturalism. Mr. Salter adds :
" And Paley on the strength of his theology is called an intu-
itionalist, while he was, in fact, one of the founders of utilitari-
anism."
Undoubtedly Paley was one of the founders of
utilitarianism. His theory is characterized in his own
words as follows :
" God Almighty wills and wishes the happiness of his creat-
ures."
Paley is a utilitarian with reference to the purpose
and aim of ethics. He is generally characterized as
"a theological utilitarian"; nevertheless I do not hes-
itate to class him among the intuitionalists, " on the
strength of his theology" as Mr. Salter rightly re-
marks. * Professor Sidgwick (in the Encyclopsedia
Britannica, vol. viii, p. 606) describes Paley's views in
the following words :
" To be obliged is to be ' urged by a violent motive resulting
from the command of another ' ; in the case of moral obligation the
command proceeds from God, and the motive lies in the expecta-
tion of being rewarded and punished after this life."
Intuitionalism if it means anything means that the
moral command comes to us in some unaccountable
way mysteriously and directly from some sphere beyond.
I confess myself guilty of identifying "intuitional-
ism with supernaturalism." Everybody who main-
tains that the basic view of intuitionalism is true, is
in my opinion to be classed as an intuitionalist. If
the sense of duty, the moral ought, the idea of right
or wrong of conscience or whatever we call it, is an
unanalysable fact, if our knowledge of it conies to us
not through experience, but through some mystical
process concerning which philosophy and science can
give no information, we are confronted with a dualistic
theory. We have in that case to deal with a world-
conception recognizing the existence of certain facts,
which are of a totally different character from all the
other facts. Whatever name we may be pleased to
give such a conception, it is and will remain super-
naturalism or at least extra-naturalism.
I look upon intuitionalism in ethics and upon its
philosophical correlative supernaturalism, as a kind of
scientific color line. Any one who attempts a concilia-
tion between supernaturalism and naturalism is a su-
pernaturalist, and every one who attempts a concilia-
tion between intuitionalism and other ethical views,
is an intuitionalist.
Are not all intuitionalists at the same time utili-
tarians, in so far as they expect that in the end the
good will be rewarded and the bad will be punished ?
* whether Paley is represented as an intuitionalist or in the usual way as
" a theological utilitarian," does not in the least affect the subject of our con-
troversy, I selected his name, because his works are still read and better
known than those of other theological teachers of ethics. I confess openly
that I should not have mentioned him as one of "the representative authors
of intuitionalism," and shall, in any eventual future edition of "The Ethical
Problem," replace his name by those of " Price and Reid." I do not, how-
ever, cease to count Paley among intuitionalists.
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We can reconcile intuitionalism with utilitarianism, if
utilitarianism means that in the end the good will be
rewarded and the bad will be punished. But we can-
not reconcile intuitionalism with any theory that con-
siders conscience as being of a natural growth, so that
it can be analysed and scientifically explained.
Utilitarianism is that theory which explains the
good in terms of the useful, and thus misleads people
to identify the useful and the good. If utilitarianism
means that the consequences of good deeds are some-
how always useful, (perhaps not useful to ourselves, but
useful to somebody, and though perhaps not useful in
the present, yet useful in the future,) I shall not hesitate
to range myself among the utilitarians, however strongly
I protest against any identification of the useful and
the good, against making the usefulness of a deed the
test of its moral goodness, and still more against de-
fining the good in terms of pleasure.
UTILITARIANISM AND HEDONISM.
As a further carelessness in treating of ethical theo-
ries, Mr. Salter mentions the distinction made be-
tween utilitarianism and hedonism. Mr. Salter says :
".Hedonism is treated separately from utilitarianism although
every form of utilitarianism has been hedonistic, modern utilitar-
ianism being simply universalistic hedonism."
I have deliberately treated hedonism and utili-
tarianism as separate theories, because I consider it
necessary to make a distinction between them. Hedon-
ism proposes the pleasurable, and utilitarianism the
useful as the ultimate test of ethics. These two prop-
ositions are in my opinion by no means congruent.
Most utilitarians, it is true, (I hesitate to say "all"
utilitarians,) define the useful as that which affords
the greatest amount of pleasure. I see, nevertheless,
sufficient difference between the useful and the pleas-
urable. The term useful comprehends many things
or processes which cause much pain and produce little
pleasure.
While we uncompromisingly reject hedonism, we
see a possibility of reconciliation with utilitarianism,
provided the utilitarians drop for good the principle
of hedonism, and exclude from the term useful all those
transient advantages (generally considered as useful)
which occasionally come to man in consequence of
bad actions—for instance wealth gained by fraudulent
means. In short there can be no objection to utilitar-
ianism if we limit the term useful strictly to that kind
of usefulness which is the inevitable consequence of
good actions, provided we agree concerning a further
definition of good. Consider, however, that the main
motive perhaps of all immoral actions is the presumed
usefulness, and so far as the acting individual is con-
cerned, not unfrequently the actual usefulness of the
consequences attending immoral actions, and you will
confess that it is one of the most important duties of
ethics to set us on our guard against the temptations of
an imagined utility, and to inform us that what appears
useful is not always useful, that what is useful now,
may become very obnoxious in the future, and that what
is useful to one individual may be detrimental to others.
There are many phases of the useful which ethics can-
not and does not recommend, and we must have a
criterion for that kind of usefulness which is desirable.
This criterion alone is the standard of moral good-
ness ; and the character of every ethics depends upon
what is to be considered as this criterion.
It is characteristic of almost all utilitarian systems
(if they enter into the subject at all) that this crite-
rion is nothing that transcends the usual conception
of utility. The criterion of utilitarianism is usually
defined as the greatest happiness for the greatest num-
ber. Wherever a conflict arises between two or more
things that are useful, utilitarians propose to give
preference to the greater amount of usefulness : the
quantity of usefulness has to decide, not the quality.
Quantity or intensity of happiness, and quantity of
usefulness, can as little constitute moral goodness as a
majority vote can in moral questions decide as to what
is right or wrong. If, however, the quality of different
kinds of utility were to be considered as the determin-
ing factor of goodness, the useful as such would cease
to be the ultimate criterion of ethics, and that quality
would have to be considered as the ultimate test of
goodness which makes this or that act ethically pre-
ferable.
So long as this quality, which gives to one kind of
acts with useful consequences the value we call moral
goodness, is not singled out as the characteristically
moral feature, I shall continue to maintain that utili-
tarianism, and most so hedonistic utilitarianism, slurs
over the difference between moral goodness and ma-
terial usefulness.
MONISM AND THE ETHICAL MOVEMENT.
Mr. Salter says :
'
' What I had at least hoped for, was an exposition of the way
in which the monistic world-conception would serve as a basis of
ethics, for to me personally at any rate, and I think, to many more,
this would have been of considerable interest ; but monism is
classed along with agnosticism and materialism as one of the
thought- constructions of theorizing philosophers."
My lectures on the ethical problem were intended
to discuss the principle of ethics and its dependence
upon a conception of the world. They were not in-
tended as an exposition of the ethics of positivism or
of monism. It is not an exhaustive work on ethics,
but a modest pamphlet ventilating the problem of eth-
ics. Nevertheless, the solution of the ethical problem
is sufficiently indicated so that the reader can form a
clear conception as to the basis, the construction, the
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plan and the scope of that system of ethics which we
defend. But Mr. Salter should not be astonished to
find monism classed along with agnosticism and ma-
terialism among the world conceptions of theorizing
philosophers. Are there not many philosophies pre-
tending to be monistic ? Shall we accept whatever
goes by the name of monism ? Or is it advisable to
warn against all philosophies except our own? Our
own view is certainly not exempt from criticism. It has
to be classed, and I have purposely classed it among
the theories to be criticised. It must be considered
as a mere theor)', until its character as being a state-
ment of systematized facts is proved.
A distinction must be made between i) the posi-
tive and monistic philosophy that is growing now in the
minds of men, and 2) the monism and positivism which
we represent. There are a great number of philos-
ophers and scientists who work in the same line as our-
selves, and many truths are, with more or less lucidity,
pronounced independently by different scholars, some-
times in terms which seem to contradict one another.
I am sure that if we did not contribute to the growth
of this monistic world -conception, it would neverthe-
less develop. We do not create it ; it is n'ot an inven-
tion of ours to which we have any patent right. All
we can do is to hasten its development to mature its
growth, to concentrate the many different aspirations
that tend to the same aim.
Should the special work we are doing in exhibiting
our monistic view of the universe happen to be radi-
cally wrong, it will pass away. The constructive work
we have been doing will in that case be transient, and
its usefulness will be confined to having served as a
stimulus to thought.
The monistic philosophy that is growing in man-
kind is an ideal. Our special and individual view is
an attempt to work out the realization of the ideal.
But the fact that we consider our view as an attempt
to realize the ideal philosophy of the future, does not
raise our special representation and elaboration of it
above criticism.
A similar discrimination must be made between
the ethical movement and the ethical societies. There
is an ethical movement preparing itself among man-
kind, and the ethical societies are one important
symptom of this movement, but they are not the
sole symptom. The ethical movement is percep-
tible also in the churches ; it is perceptible in the
Secular Unions and in the political life of our nation.
The ethical societies, it seems to me, might become
and they ought to become the centre of the ethical
movement ; and they would become its centre, if they
understood the signs of the times.
The ethical movement and the new philosophy of
positive monism are closely allied with each other.
Indeed, I consider them as the two main character-
istic features of the spiritual life of the future. Posi-
tive monism in order to be complete, must be practic-
ally apphed, it must become a religion. It becomes
a religion by bringing about an ethical movement
which bases morality on the facts of life, so that the
ethics of supernaturalism are replaced by natural
ethics.
The ethical movement cannot refuse to go hand
in hand with the philosophy of the times. It need not
commit itself to this or that particular representation
of monism, but it must upon the whole recognize the
basic principles of the coming religion of positive mo-
nism
; for if it does not, the movement will be of no
avail, and can be of no use to future generations to
whom the old and antiquated views have passed away.
Our desire is to make the leaders of the ethical
society understand that this is the vital problem of the
day. And here we come to the main point of our con-
troversy; viz., the question whether we can have ethics
without having a basis of ethics. p. c.
CORRESPONDENCE.
THE NEGRO QUESTION.
To the Editor of the Open Court :—
The Open Court has given expression to the views of numerous
thinkers on what can or ought to be done with the Negro. All
these I have read with interest. At first I was rather inclined to
think Prof. Cope was right in his views concerning the subject, and
I do not now doubt he has clearly stated some of the evils which
may result from the presence of the Negro in our country. But
they are here and we cannot help ourselves. We do not wish to
return them to" a state of slavery, for as slaves they did our nation
far more harm than we can conceive of their doing us as free men
with all their ignorance. We cannot return them to Africa. It is
one of those impractical schemes as Utopian as trying to build a
railroad across the Atlantic or to the Moon. It cannot be done.
Even in the small way that it was attempted in Liberia it has not
been a success. I know several of the Negroes of Liberia, main-
tained there as preachers and teachers, and they are amongst the
most intelligent of their race yet they are not at all enthusiastic of
what has been accomplished. There is little doubt but in the end
a'l the best part of .\frica, that most suited to a high civilization
will be occupied by the Whites, and the Negroes will be driven to
the insolubrious regions or gradually succumb to the stronger
races.—What then shall we do with the negro in this country ?
The Negro queslion will settle itself, but not without the aid of the
Whites. One anthropologist with whom I have discussed the sub-
ject, declares emphatically that the negro head is already chang-
ing, and that as he acquires property and becomes self-reliant and
self-supporting, it will change still more towards the form of the
head of the white man. He states emphatically that there are al-
ready many negroes with such brains. This means a change of
character. It is not possible for him to live for centuries among
thrifty self-helping reliant people without to some e.xtent organiz-
ing his nervous system like theirs. It does this of itself. He may,
and no doubt will, drag the Whites down more or less, but they
will vastly more raise him up.
The Rev. Mr, Miyo read a very important contribution be-
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fore the last Social Sci-nce Congress at Saratoga on the Negro
question which has been published in full. His predominant idea
is Education ; and he thinks the failure of the Blair Bill in Con-
gress was a serious misfortune. This bill, as we all know, appro-
priates many millions of dollars for education in the South. In
my own opinion it was well that the. bill failed to become a law.
So vast a fund would largely have been wasted by unprincipled
demagogues. The Negroes should be made to help themselves.
If they hunger for knowledge to such an extent that they greedily
gather up the fragments of papers thrown away by the Whites to
read, as he states, they will find a way to learn. The appetite for
knowledge like the appetite for food generally satisfies itself in the
end. Besides our system of education is not yet sufificiently de-
veloped to suit the need of the negro. What he ought to have is
an industrial and ethical education together with a knowledge of
the rudimentary branches of learning. All efforts of educators to
give him a thorough classical education will and ought to fail. He
has not behind him ancestral training suited to appropriate it. It
would be like feeding a child with cake and candy, delicious to the
taste but ruinous to the stomach. Let none of our energies be
wasted in our educating the negro. Already some harm has been
done by such attempts.
The Church proposes to take a hand in the Negro question.
While others have been talking and writing about it they have al-
ready begun their work. The Methodists have been in the field
for a Ion" time, and in my opinion they have done harm. The
Methodist religion only agravates in the Negro the emotional
nature. He has too much of this already. It would be far better
if the Methodists would reform their methods or keep out of the
South. They will probably do neither. The Baptists are also
doing something, but I am not so familiar with their methods.
—
The Catholics are aiming to do a large work among the Negroes.
They propose to teach them the Catholic religion and add to it
mechanical training. This is an improvement on Methodism, but
the ethical nature is largely neglected. The Catholics labor under
the great delusion that if their form of religious belief is taught, an
ethical life follows as a natural consequence. As well might you
teach botany and expect your pupil to be a musician. There is no
sect that has so many criminals as the Catholics. In New York
there are three times as many Catholics in our pauper and crimi-
nal institutions as of all other sects, receiving no, or next to no,
ethical instruction.—The Episcopal Church has a betier plan
though not perfect. It is already in operation in Maryland. The
Bishop of Maryland, so far as is possible with the help at hand, is
building small churches that can be used for schools every day of
the week ; and in addition to the religious forms of this Church,
gives instruction in sewing, dress making, cookery, and house-
keeping to the girls and mechanical trades, such as blacksmithing,
shoemaking, etc. to the boys. The music, and drill of the church
will be beneficial in inculcating discipline good order and kindness,
and the greater breadth of thought in the Episcopal Church with
their more liberal views will make their work far more valuable.
It seems to me a great pity that a thoroughly practical and
ethical system of education cannot be devised for the Negro by our
broad and philanthropic men and women ; something like that in
Felix .\dler's school in New York, free from all sectarianism, and
carried out by all the Churches. The Negro does not need to have
his religious nature cultivated. He is far too religious now, but
he is very immoral. It is putting the cart before the horse to teach
him religion and not ethics. He needs the latter sadly, not the
former. When Christ said to his disciples, " Go and preach the
Gospel to every creature," he showed a largeness of mind and a
courage and breadth of view quite amazing to timid folks. We
may well rank him as one of the great benefactors of his kind ;
but his followers seem too content to admire and worship and
spread a knowledge of his great name, and not to go on perfecting
his gospel till it is suited to the needs of every soul, filled with
love, but more than this filled with justice and the spirit of pro-
gress, and open to all that is good. Jennie Chandler.
SCIENCE AND ANARCHISM.
To tlie Editor of The Open Court:—
I REMEMBER about twenty-six years ago being much impressed
by the remark in " Essays and Reviews," that what is called rea-
son means only that philosophy which happens at the time to be
in fashion.
The philosophy which happens to be in fashion now is un-
questionably that of Herbert Spencer. The immense, though one-
sided, generalization of progress from a simple indefinite homo-
geneity to a complex definite heterogeneity, has made a powerful
impression on that vast majority who lack originality
; and as
might be expected, they seize on certain superficial parallelisms
much more readily than on the fundamental physical principles of
the great English thinker.
Among these superficial parallelisms none is more popular
than that conveyed in these words, "the social organism,"—
a
false, fanciful, mythological expression in all respects worthy to
rank with the God of War and the Goddess of Beauty. Society
is not an organism. An organism is a living aggregate in which
the parts derive their powers from the whole. A society is a soul-
less corporation, a " dead hand," whose aggregate powers are de-
rived from the parts. It is perfectly correct to say that the organi.sm
does what any part does. It is the mule which kicks, not his heels
;
the bird which soars, not his wings. Cut off the heels or the
wings and they are dead. With a society, it is just the opposite.
It is Caesar who legislates, not the Roman people ; Lord Leiirim
who evicts, not the English nation. Separate Caesar or Leitrim
from the society which gave him birth, and instead of dying he
will create a new society stamped with the impress of his own
originality. Moreover, the more evolved the organism is, the less
a part can do without it ; but the more evolved the society is, the
better an individual can do without it. The man Friday cast on
a desert island would very likely starve, the man Crusoe founds a
state which may be superior to the one he left ; whereas a piece
of a lowly organism may live, though not improve, while a piece
of a high organism dies the moment it is severed.
Objectionable in every point of view, the society-myth is
especially censurable in morals. It teaches millions to crawl like
reptiles at the feet of one. It enables the whole family of shirks
to cast their own sins upon "the state." The standard rebuke of
the conservative to the reformer is that he should leave his de-
signs to "evolution." It must be confessed that not every age
could have invented so neat an euphemism for other people's labor.
Let us leave the society myth to Aristophanes, who originated
it under the name of Demos, and come down to solid facts. The
fundamental law of human, as of other action, is that motion fol-
lows the line of least resistance. For those animals whose struc-
ture enables them to slay and eat, hunger encounters less resist-
ance in getting bloody feasts than vegetable diet. All such animals
are carnivorous. One of them is man. But for the weaker species
of such animals the line of least resistance indicates association.
Wolves, jackals, dogs, and men, are gregarious. Their earliest
social form is the troop or horde, which, arising by accretion, re-
sembles a crystal or a stalagmite rather than an organism. All
gregarious animals have laws. It is a gross, though common, er-
ror to suppose that savages are without them. Savages worship
their chiefs as a Chicago voter does not his boss, and observe the
customs of their fathers with ten times the scrupulosity of a
Puseyite. But there is this great difference between the laws of
men and those of other gregarious animals, that the latter, estab-
lished by natural selection, have an evident relation to the life of
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the species ; while the former dictated by those foolish inductions
which give rise to superstition, and perpetuated by that imitative
instinct for which our nearest congeners are notorious, have no
relation to the life of the species, but have actually exterminated
great branches of it. All human history presents with hideous
uniformity one unchanging rule—that every benefactor of his race
is persecuted by the "law and order" of his age ; and yet men
who know quite enough of history to know this, imagine that but
for law and order they would all become devils. They pay them-
selves a most extravagant con^pliment. It is not the rebellious
archangel, but the mowing imitating ape which sticks out all over
them. Ask a gentleman why he gets into a portable Black Hole
in July, or a lady why she expose's her arms and neck to the wind
in January, and the reply must be that it is the fashion, which is ex-
actly the reason the savage gives for daubing himself from head to
foot with train oil or running a fish hone through his nose.
The law that motion follows the line of least resistance, and
the law that natural selection secures the perpetuation of the fittest,
are perfectly independent of each other. By the former, societies
are cast into the stereotyped chapters of law, custom, and tradi-
tion. By the latter, the more free perpetually triumph over the
more servile—the Greek over the Asiatic, the Turanian over the
Hindoo, the German over the Latin, the European over the Chi-
nese. Thus they appear as antagonistic principles, one represent-
ing "order," the other liberty. I believfe, though I may confess
some difficulty in proving, that the latter gradually prevails. ,4
firivri, it seems this must be so. For though the law of least re-
sistance throws the majority into moulds, it throws original men
out of them, and no mould is strong enough to resist the direct in-
fluence of that Central Power, that "stream of tendency," whence
it is but the back set and undertow. But, however that may be,
this is very certain, that whenever the conservative principle in
any society prevails over the liberal, decay at once sets in. Law
and order destroyed Greece, Egypt, Persia, Rome. They are
ruining India and China. If history teaches anything clearly, it
teaches that in proportion as a people approach the state of Anar-
chy they advance, not only morally and intellectually, but what
might perhaps be less expected, economically ; while the thorough
establishment of law and order has always been the herald of
dulness, vice, and poverty. This is no idle theorizing, no slippery
extrusion of words too big and nimble to be held. It is a thesis
of fact, checked, even in ancient times, by statistics sufficient even
when they are somewhat meagre ; and as such I feel perfectly
competent to defend it. A philanthropist ought therefore to di'sire
the progress of Anarchy, and I think he has with him " the stream
of tendency," called by Matthew Arnold " Zeit-Geist," and by one
Paul the Spirit of God. C. L. James.
THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF MONISM.
To the Editor of The Open Cotirl :—
The discussion of the tenability of Monism, just closed in
The Open Court, between Dr. Montgomery and its Editor, cannot
fail of being of surpassing interest to philosophic thinkers, dealing
as it does with the central problem of our very life. Of the cor-
relation of physical with mental phenomena. Dr. Montgomery
rightly says : " This is the essential question whose solution would
determine either the fundamental oneness or the fundamental
duality of body and mind ; would land us for good either in Monism
or Dualism."
Before any advance can be made in the solution of this ques-
tion, another question must be answered ; and that is, whether the
popular scientific conception of the essential nature of all physical
phenomena is the true one. This view is that matter consists of
particles whose function it is to serve as the inert vehicles for
motion ; that all force is simply the momentum of these particles.
Now it is easy to show that this view of material phenomena is
entirely untenable
; for at every collision of such particles, in the
degree that the momentum of one was less than that of the other
its motion and force would be utterly annihilated. The doctrine
of the persistence of force could not hold true one moment if such
were the ultimate constitution of matter ; neither could action and
reaction, which forms the basis of all science, be equal and
opposite.
The whole difficulty in the solution of this great problem lies
in our erroneous view of the essential nature of physical phenom-
ena. The reality of all physical phenomena does not consist in
the motions of inert vehicular particles, but it does consist in the
tendencies evolved by the collisions of elastic forces acting under
the conditions of Space and Time. The principles of physical
processes and sentient processes are exactly identical. What the
profoundest metaphysical thinkers found true of mental phenom-
ena is equally true of material phenomena. One formula describes
all the operations of both : Opposition, Tension, or Tendency,
manifested as Motion when released, and as Force against oppos-
ing forces. Opposing forces beget all states of tension in matter
and all tendencies in mind. The one result of opposition is the
evolution of force, and this is but another name for tension or
tendency.
When we analyze our conscious impressions of an external
environment, we find them to consist wholly of impressions of
force, impinging upon our sentient life. When we analyze our
internal conscious experience, we find that it consists wholly of
forces or tendencies known to us as desires in the various forms
which these desires assume. To what other conclusion can we
come than that consciousness and force are identical ; the differ-
ence to our conception being that we think of force as objective
and external. Whether we analyze physical or mental phenom-
ena, the ultimate fact in either case is a vibration. And if we
think of the fact of vibration, not as a mere motion of inert vehic-
ular particles, but as an interchange in the condition of opposite
forces with the resultant change in the force evolved, it is an
easy matter to identify it with the simple feeling of touch.
But it may be objected that it is inconceivable that the qual-
ities of our higher consciousness could be a result of the colloca-
tions and complications of simpler vibrations
; but it is no more
inconceivable than that a succession of sounds which, heard in
succession, separately, give us the sense of mere noise, should,
when heard in combination, give to our sense the entirely new
quality of musical tone ; and it is equally conceivable that other
and greater combinations and collocations of simpler vibrations,
should constitute all the various qualities, emotional and intellect-
ual, sensed in our conscious experience.
Like all other processes, our sentience is the correlation of
opposite forces or tendencies ; and the emotions and the intellect
are the exact opposites of each other in their operation. The
former is the resultant of synthesis, the latter of analysis. Hence
no analytical process of the human mind could ever give to our
consciousness the qualities resulting from the collocations of these
vibrations of sense, because it is the office of the intellectual pro-
cess to separate and analyze ; and as separation in the vibrations
constituting musical tones would give to our sense none of the
qualities of musical tones, so a mental anal)'sis of the vibrations
whose combinations constitute our conscious experience never
could impart to our consciousness the qualities resulting from
their collocations. Franklin Smith.
BOOK NOTICES.
We have received from the Rev. Leicester A. Sawyer the
following parts of his publication The Bihle Analyzed, Translated,
and Arcompanied with Critical Studies, (namely, " Early Genera-
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tions," " Abraham and the Hebrews in Egypt," "Job," "Esther
and the Song of Songs," " Isaiah," "Daniel," "Gospel according
to John," and "Revelation of John"). Mr. Sawyer's standpoint
may be gathered from his remark that the Abrahamic covenants
"are among the most extraordinary and successful impositions
ever devised. " He accepts the ' ' Exodus " as a fact and identifies the
Hebrew with the Hyksos of Manetho, but the production of the
Pentateuch in nearly its completed form, was, as shown by its
language, a possibility in 623 and down to 300 B. C, but an im-
possibility in the time of Moses.
The September number of Home and Society by Mrs. Agnes
Leonard Hill contains chatty articles on various subjects coming
within the title of the Journal, for treating of which Mrs. Hill is
well qualified by experience. Her remarks on the importance of
teaching morals and manners in the public schools are good and
dtserving of serious consideration. (Chicago ; A. L. Hill & Co.)
/,(; Verite PliUosofhiqiie. Trois. An. No. 6, July 13th, i8go.
The principle articles in the present number of this anti-clerical
paper deal with the questions of the reconstruction of Society on
the basis of scientific truth and of the admission of women as
members of the order of Free-Masons. (C. Cilwa, 28 Rue du
Mont-Thabor, Paris.)
The following pamphlets have also been forwarded to us :
On the Relation betzoeen Natural Science and Ontology, by G.
Johnstone Stoney, M, A., D. Sc, F. R. S. A paper read before
the Royal Dublin Society developing a nominal hypothesis of the
Universe, with diagrammatic interpretations. (Dublin : University
Press, 1890 )
The Union-Slate. By John C. Hurd, LL. D. An extended
letter to a States-Rights friend, denying the right of State-Seces-
sion, on the historical ground that the very existence of South
Carolina and other Seceding States as holders of political power
had always depended on their voluntary continuation as members
of the Union-State (New York : D. Van Nortrand Company, iSqo).
Independence. Stanzas by G. Th. Mejdell. This opuscule is
written by a Swede who, having resolved to make English the ve-
hicle of his thoughts, began four years ago to teach himself the
language. The result may be judged of by the following Stanza
which expressfs the final thought. "If our existence be a mis-
take, and the performance a bungle to the core—the responsibility
first and last rests with those who in recklessness conjured us up
from the Nirvana." Mr. Mejdell's teaching is that an individu-
ality is but a phase, "In new species resuscitating the soul and
essence of old ones—it is thus that nature has worked out the
problem of Immortality." (Christiana; Alb. Caramermeyer, 1890.)
Spiritualized Happiness- Theory ; or, A^ew Utilitarianism. By
W. D. Lighthall, M. A., B. C. L. The preface of this publica-
tion states that it is a brief systematization of a theory of which
notes had been previously published, and was delivered as a lec-
ture before the Farmington School of Philosophy, The theory
results from an examination of the Ethical System of the late
Thomas Hill Green, in relation to Utilitarianism, and is supposed
"to reconcile the contentions of both Kantian and Hedonistic
argument." This theory is stated as follows :
That there is a mysterious underlying Power at the base of
all conscious nature and also, apparently, of all unconscious na-
ture ; of which. Evolution, "regarded as one fact with Willing,"
is the manner of action.
That a purposiveness, of which our individual purposivenesses
are revealed and specialized segments, exists and works through
the Universe, and is characteristic, among others, of that Power.
That the phenomena of the Ethical sphere in and through us,
are part of that Power's Universal action.
That its essential object 6f action is pleasure (including avoid-
ance of pain). Its guiding principle is the greatest happiness of
the whole. It is itself the basis of that principle. (Montreal ;
"Witness" Printing House. 1890.)
Customs of Courtesy. By Garrick Mallery. The author gives
many curious instances of modes of salutation and ceremonial
customs. Salutation was once a serious waste of time, and it is
now a mere formula which is " the best mark of real culture, its
absence characterizing the savage or the boor."
Sitbstance of the Work entitled Fruits and Farinacea the proper
food of Man. By the late John Smith, of Malton. Sixth Edition,
1889. We have received from the English Vegetarian Society,
whose headquarters are at Manchester, a copy of this reprint and
of the eighth edition of " The Vegetist's Dietary " with a large num-
ber of pamphlets and leaflets, which show the activity of the Vege-
tarian Society and furnish evidence of the progress which is being
made by its views.
Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking adapted to Persons of
Moderate and Small Means. By Mrs. Mary Hinman Abel. Pub-
lished by the American Public Health Association' i8go. This
is one of the Lomb Prize Essays for 1888, and is the outcome of
the fifth prize offered by Mr. Henry Lomb, of Rochester, N. Y.,
as we are told by the preface, " for the noble purpose of amelio-
rating, in some degree, the hardships which befall mankind in
the tireless struggle for, existence." The value of this little work,
the character of which is denoted by the inscription " The five
food principles, illustrated by practical recipes," is much added
to by a ser.es of bills of fare made out for a family of six persons.
The July-August number of Melusine, the excellent French
Journal of Mythology and Folk-Lore, contains a continuation of
the article by M. Tuchmann on the curious and interesting subject
oi Fascination, or, " The Evil Eye, " treating of the means to ac-
quire the power oE fascination. In a note M. Tuchmann states,
in reply to an inquiry by Mr. Alfred Nutt in the " Folk-Lore Jour-
nal, " that his conclusions will show the connection of a great many
of the phenomena of fascination with those of magnetism and
hypnotism, and establish the affiliation of the phases through which
the question of the power attributed to the will has passed.—The
leading article is a review of Les Chants Populaires du Piemont, by
M. Gaston, Paris. To show the wide ground occupied by Melu-
sine we may add that it gives an interesting note on " Irish prog-
nostications from the howling of dogs."
The A. M. E. Church Review, Vol. 7, No. I, July, 1890. This
Review is edited by Dr. L. J. Coppin and is very creditable to the
religious community of which it is the organ. The present num-
ber contains among other articles an account by Mr. T. Thomas
Fortune of the origin of the Afro-American League, the objects of
which are "to encourage state and local leagues in their efforts to
break down color bars, and in obtaining for the Afro-American an
equal chance with others in the avocations of life," and for secur-
ing the full privileges of citizenship The subject of the educa-
tion of the Negro, is dealt with by Mr. S. F. Williams who points out
that the great need of the hour is technical education. He declares
that the introduction of manual labor in the curriculum of only one
school in each section of the Southern slates would teach the Negro
the dignity of labor and "dissipate that eternal bug-bear of race
war." The Editor of the Journal gives statistics of the etiucational
work done by the African Methodist Episcopal Church, which
show that it has established twenty one schools, having seventy
three professors and 2,172 students. The schools are supported
chiefly by funds given in small amounts by men engaged in un-
skilled labor. Wilberforce University near Xenia, Ohio, is the
mother school, and graduates from there " have gone out and en-
gaged in their various callings with commendable success." (Phil-
adelphia : The Publishing House of African M. E Church.)
